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and minivans were dispersed across the country's road network, taking over the public transport service. In such a situation of competition, rail transport began to lose significant part of its volume.
The Tirana Durres highway and a new auxiliary renovated roads system have improved greatly the communication among several cities. The railway line, which enables freight and passenger transportation in the area, has made its part. However, during the last two decades the railway transport volume indicators have declined and rail transport is left behind, including the Durres-Tirana railway axes. As if this is not enough, the flow of vehicles along the highway and particularly in the entrance of the two cities is enormous and environmental pollution and congestions have become an everyday concern. There is evidence that road investment cannot solve these problems. In our judgment, such a situation requires a new strategy which implies the beginning of integrated transport in the Durres-Tirana axis and a crucial part of this master plan is a new concept of railway transportation. In a parallel lane with the railway runs a motor vehicle transportation system, which offers a different passenger service. This coincidence facilitates the comparison of alternatives and decision-making.
Some of the train priorities compared to bus
1. The train can attain higher technical speeds and therefore smaller travel time. This is made possible due to avoiding road blocking and velocity restrictions. These factors become even more evident in urban areas. 2. Due to the greater capacity of a railway carriage, trains can carry a greater number of passengers in the same amount of time. Secondly, we can increase the number of carriages to fit the demand of passengers during rush hours, holidays, and peak seasons, which cannot be applied on motor vehicle transportation. This means trains can use the rail line much more efficiently in comparison with buses in relation to a road. 3. Theoretically we can increase the capacity of the bus system by setting several buses in line, which requires more parking lots in cities, let alone the increasing number of bus drivers. 4. Trains require less mobility space compared to buses because they move on the narrow path between two rails and it don't stop to yield other means of transportation. Thus, especially during rush hours and at peak periods, railway transportation helps to avoid the traffic jam. 5. Trains tend to realize smaller operating cost per passenger kilometre compared to the buses. This is linked to the fact that railway vehicles transport more passengers, because of the greater space available to them. 6. Trains bear some other tangible and intangible advantages. They are safer. They run on a wellprécised path and only in one direction. Therefore the chances for accidents are much smaller than on buses, which operate among hundred drivers not always well-qualified and running not at all times on the same direction. -Trains are reliable. Its punctuality comes from the ability to follow scheduled travel time by avoiding unexpected traffic congestions, accidents, and more. -Trains are more comfortable than buses. The comfort during commuting is linked with better conditions during trains' travel, with larger spaces and without strong curves et cetera.
Type of train to be used
Passenger trains that move in the Albanian railway network are pulled by locomotives CKD at 1350 horse power. This type of locomotive is designed for the movement and handling of heavy goods trains on the shunting stations. It produces very high operating costs, low velocity, and low acceleration. 2 In contrast to these traditional trains, DMUs are self-propelled motorized units that resemble a bus running on rails. One or more of DMUs put together set up a train, making possible the adjustment of its capacity with the demand for transport 3 . This is because with the increase or decrease of DMUs as part of the train, it augments or it reduces its carrying capacity and propelling power as well. Because of the above properties and easier construction compared to traditional trains, the DMUs are very interesting for the present situation of the Tirana-Durres axis. Moreover, it makes the bus obsolete: the buses are parked by railway stations on both cities. Being parallel services and shearing a common corridor, they will be considered mutually exclusive.
Model used to perform cost-benefit analysis
The model used for the development of socioeconomic analysis on the Tirana-Durres axis is an adaptation of a stylised cost -benefit analysis model 4 for the choice between the bus and light train. The suitable model in general bears parameters and variables of the stylized model with some adjustments in relation to the uniqueness of the problem and the Albanian reality. Adaptation of the model takes into account several phenomena and necessity that are listed as following: 1. The cities of Tirana and Durres, although administratively separated, are going to their territorial unity, so are considered part of the same urban area. This homogenizing trend will continue to remain strong. The Tirana-Durres axis will continue to represent the wealthiest markets in the Albanian economy and migration flows will continue to be significant in the coming years. In this context passenger transport service through highway and railway line parallel to it will be part of a common urban line area. 2. A cost-benefit analysis to choose between the rail system and buses in this case, takes into account the improvement of rail service through a necessary investment and shifting of all traffic volume of buses and minibus services on the rail line. 3. Revenues in passenger transport service with actual trains fail to cover even the cost of fuel or just 25% of the operating variable costs. A service that creates a loss until not cover variable costs is financially justified to be removed from circulation. 5 Starting from this principle, the model removes these trains from the Tirana-Durres axis circulation and replaces them with DMU trains. 4. Operation in the Tirana-Durres axis will consider two trains, each outfitted with two DMU units, and departing at the same time in opposite directions, one from Tirana and the other from Durres. Since it is a single railway line, the exchange of trains will be at Vora station, which is located approximately in the middle of the line between two cities. (See diagram 1 and 2) 5. In the analyse we are using to choose between train and bus service, the lasting time of the railway service will be 14 hours a day, which is equal to current bus system. But, due to greater capacity of the trains consisting on two DMU unit (150 seats sitting and 100 standing seats), the frequency of departures will be one train in an hour from each city. (Frequency of the bus system is one bus Notes: The data for the volume of traffic to rail system have been taken by the Directorate of passenger transport service in the General Directorate of Albanian Railways. The data for the transport of passengers by busses have been taken by the Municipality of Durres. The data for passenger minivans are the result of observations of the author.
2. The percentage of relative fixed annual demand growth for passenger service transport in TiranaDurres axis is determined to 2% per year. 7 3. Coefficient ( f )= 0.048 represents the ratio between passengers who are obliged to exchange train in Durres and Vora station, with the total passengers number annual transport demand (Q.pass) in Tirana -Durres axis. 4. The model takes into account the share of the car traffic volume in the Durres-Tirana axis that with the start of rail service DMU project will be attached to rail transport. This part of the market is forecasted to be equal to a number (n) = 870,000 passengers per year. 8
Cost of investment
Tirana-Durres railway segment is an operational line. Although it is designed for speeds of 80 kilometres per hour, currently trains run at speeds up to 60 kilometres per hour. Besides insufficient movement velocity, lines represent many other problems related to signalling systems, traffic control, telecommunication systems, civil construction, illegal overpasses, et cetera. To achieve and control a technical speed of 100 km per hour, the necessary investment on the railway line and railway vehicles is: The residual value of the investment (RV) shall be established for a period T = 30 years, equal to 50% of the initial value of the investment (I), as suggested for railways (MPRA 2010) 
Maintenance costs
The model used considers rail system maintenance costs as a fixed cost to a level equal to 1% of the investment cost for a year. In order to simplify the model, bus system maintenance costs are not taken into account. (MPRA 2010) Cmbus-cost for the maintenance of the bus line = 0 Euro /year. Cmtrain-cost for the maintenance of railway system = 0.01 · 83,180.863 Euros = 831,808 Euros / year. While the annual cost (Cm) that will withstand rail system for one year compared with the bus system is: Cm = Cmtrain Cmbus = 831, 808 Euros.
Operating costs
The DMUs operating cost, as required by the model, is expressed in relation to the cost of a bus, which is taken from the stylized model for selection between a train and a bus is 3 Euros per bus kilometre (MAPRA 2010) . In conditions of insufficient data due to the lack of previous DMU operating experiences in Albania, operating costs of a bus is defined indirectly in relation to bus costs. Operating cost per passenger kilometre on a bus with 50 seats and an 80 % loading ratio is equal to: Co.bus. pass/km = 3 Euros / 40 = 0.075 Euro. To determine the operating costs for pass / km of DMU's the bus operating cost for pass/ km will multiply with two coefficients as follows: Co.DMU.pass/km = 0.075 · 40/30 · 50/150 = 0.033 Euro 12 Benefiting for pass / km (bk) by reducing operating costs by DMU use is calculated as follow: 
Interchange train costs
Exchange of passenger transport means within a trip is a violation of the comfort of travelling and therefore should be penalized. A train interchange causes passengers an average time of 5 minutes to move from one train to another and 10 minutes waiting to leave the train that will continue the journey. In the material presented the cost of travel will be increased as follow: the exchange time of train is penalized with 3 Euro per hour and the time waiting to leave 7 Euros per hour. 13 Expected cost per passenger (ck) for the obligatory exchange of trains is: 
Evaluation of travel time
Travel time is a very important variable to influence the choice between train (DMU) and bus service. DMUs travel time in a refurbished rail axis Tirana-Durres, intended to be in the interval from 25 to 30 minutes. This requires a technical speed of the train on the rails of 100 kilometres per hour and exploitation speeds averaging 90 kilometres per hour. In addition to the departure and arrival station Durres and Tirana, the train will stop at Sukth and Vora stations. Compared to the actual travel time of buses, ranging in the interval 45 to 50 minutes, the travel time of DMU will be about 30 minutes or at least 15 minutes shorter. If we estimate the travel time 3 Euro per hour / traveller, it can be calculated the benefit of railway system from the smallest travel time compared to the bus system. One traveller benefit (bt) in one trip will be: While the benefits of rail system (bt) for one year results:
13 According to the model to consider (MAPRA 2010) The travellers that exchange the train at Vora and Durres stations are exempted from the benefit of the evaluation of travel time in the Durres-Tirana axe.
Moving commuters from car movement on road to railway
Shifting commuters from using cars to railway is considered advantage for one more very important reason: the reduction of environmental pollution. Derived benefit for one traveller that gives up his car and travels from Tirana to Durres or vice versa by train is calculated as follow: 
Change of train service frequency in comparison to bus
Because of the greater capacity, trains can meet the demand for transport service in this axis with a departures frequency lower than a bus. The bus carries a frequency of two departures per hour or every 30 minutes. The model provides one train at any hour, or every 60 minutes. In comparison with the 56 bus departures per day or 28 in each direction, the train will complete 28 departures per day or 14 in each direction. Reducing frequency brings an obligated increase of 30 minutes to the travel time for 50% of the total passenger demand. 14 Costs that will add to rail transport by the frequency reduce cost is: The travellers that exchange the train at Vora and Durres stations are exempted from the influence of the reduction departure frequency of the trains at the travel time in Tirana -Durres axis.
Updating of overall costs and benefits and the net present value of choosing between train and bus
The total updated costs of the introduced scheme to choice between train and bus is: The net present value created by difference between benefits and costs in total is: NPV = Btot -C tot = 116,058,939 -112,417,231 = 3,641,708 Euros.
The net present value created by the comparison of the two exempted alternatives of the cost-benefit analysis model used determines an investment decision in favour of the rail system. The amount of the investment (I) allowed to be cast in favour of the railway choice is:
For net present value = 0 the allowable investment = 94,438,466 Euros.
DMUs and railway passenger service perspective in Albania
Environmental pollution and roads blocking will not be an isolated problem on Durres-Tirana axis. The volume of road traffic in general, and especially in the middle part of the country, will increase in the coming years. As per today Albania has a number of vehicles as much as 3 times less than Croatia and up to 4.9 times less than Italy. However, believing in its European future, this number will increase extensively in the coming years. 17 Road axes from Tirana to Lac and from Durres to Rrogozhina have begun to show overload problems, especially in the summer season. Therefore, problems discussed in Durres-Tirana axis will soon be experienced in the future in the other axes as well Albanian railway network with a length of 440 kilometres runs mainly across the western plains, where is concentrated the larger part of the country's population. Actually railway covered limited areas and trains circulate in short distances among urban centres, however, the use of DMUs can be expanded in the future. 16 The study of establishing initially DMU service in specific segments and later spreading it out on wherever regions trains operate, it can guide the development of passenger transport towards a clear and well-defined future.
